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Importantly, prosodic focus may facilitate word learning by
helping listeners map perceptually salient words onto referents
that are contextually new or contrastive in the discourse. In
English, these prosodically focused words, through specific
pitch range movements and expansion, can affect the listener’s
attention patterns to relevant referents [15]. At the same time,
listeners also perceive prosodically focused words for their
contextual importance in the discourse structure; listeners not
only process what is accented, as an acoustic cue, but also draw
significance in meaning from what is not accented. For
example, in a recent study, Spalek and Koch [16] presented
listeners with utterances (e.g., “Petra put fountain pens,
notepads, and hole punchers in her bag”), followed by another
utterance with or without a prosodic focus (e.g., “Petra used
fountain pens/FOUNTAIN PENS”). When later asked to recall
the items (e.g., “Which office supplies were there?”),
participants were better at remembering the contextual
alternatives (i.e., notepads and hole punchers) if they previously
heard the utterance with the prosodic focus. Thus, listeners not
only perceive focus for its acoustic salience, but also for its
importance in establishing a set of alternatives that are crucial
for interpreting the intended meaning of an utterance [17, 18].
Although there have been many behavioral studies
examining the role of prosodic focus in recall of contextual
alternatives (e.g., [16, 19, 20, 21, 22]), only a handful of studies
has explored this issue using a visual world paradigm, and to
the best of our knowledge, there is no experiment looking at this
effect using paradigms that involve live videos with novel
words rather than static pictures or isolated sets of sentences.
Moreover, it is also unclear if the effects of prosodic focus on
word learning and recall of alternatives are influenced by the
syntactic status of a word (e.g., nouns vs. verbs). For example,
prior research in children suggests that verbs are harder to learn
than nouns because processing verb meanings requires grasp of
more advanced syntactic structure or conceptual mapping [23].
The experiment we report here forms part of a larger crosslanguage project examining prosodic focus and word learning
in English- and French-speaking adults and toddlers. In the
present English component, we aim to draw insights on word
learning from adults by creating a context where they do not
know the names of people or the words that describe what they
are doing. Examining adults is crucial to understanding
language acquisition, because it helps us probe the contextual
factors that influence word learning and memory independent
of the learner’s conceptual abilities [see 24]. Participants will
watch videos of people doing different actions while hearing
utterances with focus on the nouns or verbs. We predict that
participants will pay more attention to a new person if they hear
a name-focused utterance, but to a new action if they hear a
verb-focused utterance. Since focus affects recall of
alternatives, we also predict that name-focused utterances will
lead to better memory for names than verb-focused utterances.

Abstract
The present experiment examined two issues concerning
the role of prosody in word learning. First, we explored whether
learners use prosodic focus to map words produced with
contrastive stress onto contextually new visual referents.
Second, we asked whether prosodic focus facilitates better
memory for focused words and their contextual alternatives. In
an eyetracking task, 48 monolingual English-speaking adults
(18-40 yrs-old) were familiarized with videos of different
people doing different actions. At test, participants saw two
side-by-side videos, one showing a novel person performing a
familiar action, and the other a familiar person performing a
novel action. Participants then heard an utterance with prosodic
focus on the noun or the verb (e.g., “Now JOHNNY is blicking!”
vs. “Now Johnny is BLICKING!”). As predicted, participants
paired the prosodically focused word with the contextually
novel referent; participants who heard name-focused sentences
looked longer at the novel person, while those who heard verbfocused sentences looked longer to the novel action. However,
verb-focused sentences during word learning led to better recall
of people’s names than name-focused sentences. Further,
eyegaze turns to alternative events during word learning led to
better recall, indicating that eye movements during word
learning support and reflect alternative processing.
Index Terms: prosodic focus, word learning, contextual
alternatives, discourse-to-prosody mapping, memory

1. Introduction
How does prosody help listeners learn the meanings of words?
In everyday conversations, listeners need to process not only
the segmental content that determines what words they are
hearing but also the suprasegmental structure that dictates how
these words are produced. As Bolinger first pointed out decades
ago, how a spoken word is perceived depends on its place above
the lexical level, in the utterance intonation structure [1].
The goal of the present experiment is to examine how
listeners use prosodic focus to infer and remember the meanings
of accented novel words and their contextual alternatives.
Despite growing research on the effects of prosodic boundary
cues on word learning and segmentation across various
languages and age groups [e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], there is much
less research on how listeners use prosodic focus cues to learn
words in real time [c.f., 8, 9]. This is a major shortcoming
because language learning is intricately tied to the discourse
structure [10], and across many languages, prosody is the
medium through which this discourse structure is expressed,
albeit in many different ways (e.g., increased F0 range, duration,
and intensity in English and Mandarin [11, 12], only duration
increase in Cantonese [13], accentual phrases in Korean [14]).
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“Now Johnny is BLICKING!”). The speaker who produced the
voice-over sentences was asked to produce prosodic focus with
a bitonal rising pitch accent, which has been shown to activate
alternatives for accented words [20, 26].
Warm-Up

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
Due to pandemic restrictions, all study sessions were conducted
as a webcam-based experiment on Prolific. We tested 48
monolingual speakers of American English (aged between 18
to 40 years; 24 females). All participants were randomly
assigned to either the noun accented or verb accented conditions
(n = 24 in each condition). There was an equal number of men
and women in each condition.
2.2. Design, Materials, and Procedures
We created a webcam-based eyetracking paradigm using
PennController for Ibex [25]. The study was divided into two
parts; (1) word learning and (2) word memory. In the word
learning part, participants watched videos of people performing
different actions (e.g., arm twirling) while listening to sentences
produced by a female voice-over. In the word memory part,
participants were asked to identify the names of the people they
saw during word learning. The voice-over sentences were
recorded by a native female speaker who produced them in
child-friendly speech at a natural rate.

(Two People Waving at Camera)

“Oh look! It’s Johnny and Billy!
Do you see? It’s Billy and Johnny!”
Familiarization

2.2.1. Part I: Word Learning
There were four word learning trials; two with boy pairs and
two with girl pairs, all counterbalanced across participants and
conditions. Each word learning trial contained three phases:
warm-up, familiarization, and test (see Figure 1). Between each
phase, we displayed a central fixation (i.e., a rainbow twirl)
coupled with an attention-grabbing sentence (e.g., “Oh look!”)
to maintain participants’ attention to the middle of the screen
before the presentation of each video.
In the warm-up phase, participants saw a video of two
people (i.e., two men or two women) standing next to each other
waving at the camera. During this time, participants also heard
the voice-over telling them the names of the two people in the
screen (e.g., “Oh look! It’s Johnny and Billy! Do you see? It’s
Billy and Johnny.”). However, the voice-over did not make
clear which name referred to which person.
Immediately after the warm-up phase was the
familiarization phase. Here, only one of the two people from the
warm-up phase appeared on the screen, and s/he was
performing an action, during which participants also heard a
sentence that drew their attention to both the individual and the
action (i.e., “Wow! Look at him/her. What is s/he doing?).
In the test phase, participants saw two side-by-side videos,
one containing a familiar person performing an
unfamiliar/novel action, and the other containing an
unfamiliar/novel person performing a familiar action.
Specifically, on one side of the screen, there was a video of the
same person from the familiarization phase, this time
performing a completely different novel action. On the other
side, there was a video of a new person (i.e., the person who did
not appear in the familiarization phase) performing the same
action that participants saw during the familiarization phase.
While watching these two side-by-side videos, participants
heard the voice-over producing a test sentence that involved a
noun (i.e., a person’s name) and a verb (e.g., “Now Johnny is
blicking.”). Participants in the noun accented condition heard
test sentences where contrastive stress was placed on the noun
(e.g., “Now JOHNNY is blicking!”), while participants in the
verb accented condition heard prosodic stress on the verbs (e.g.,

(participants are familiarized to a person and an action)

“Wow! Look at him!
What is he doing?!”
Test

(Familiar Person-Novel Action)

(Novel Person-Familiar Action)

Noun Accented: “Look! Now JOHNNY is blicking!”
Verb Accented: “Look! Now Johnny is BLICKING!”
Figure 1: Word learning trial example.
2.2.2. Part II: Word Memory
After going through the word learning trials, participants were
presented with the memory trials (see Figure 2). Here,
participants were presented with two side-by-side pictures of
two of the people they saw from the word learning trials, and
were asked by the voice-over to identify the people named (e.g.,
“Where’s Johnny? Find Johnny.”). In response to the voiceover’s commands, participants pressed either “F” (to select the
picture on the left) or “J” (to select the picture on the right). We
measured how well participants learned and remembered both
the names that were being accented/referred to during the test
phases of the word learning trials (e.g., “Johnny” from Figure
1), as well as their contextual alternatives (e.g., “Billy”, the
name of the other person). There were 16 memory trials.
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areas of interest were defined, one comprising the left half of
the screen, and the other comprising the right half of the screen.
We conducted a cluster-based permutation analysis [27],
which has been used for previous eye-tracking studies (e.g.,
[28], [29]). Looking preference was calculated for 200 msec
bins starting at the test phase onset. For each bin, a linear mixed
effect regression model was conducted with focus condition
(noun accented vs. verb accented) as fixed effects. The t-values
for each coefficient were thresholded at 1.50. Clusters of above
threshold values were identified, and the t-values were summed
within each cluster. 1000 simulations randomly shuffling the
accent conditions were conducted. For each simulation, the
analysis calculated the size of the biggest cluster identified with
the same procedure that was applied to the real data. A cluster
of adjacent time points from the real data would show a
significant effect of condition if the sum of the t-values in this
particular cluster was greater than the highest t-value sum
derived from clusters in 95% of the simulations, which ensures
a p-value of 0.05. Results of the cluster-based permutations (see
Figure 4) found a significant difference in looking time in a time
window from 300 ms after the test phase onset until the end of
the test phase (sum t-statistics = 752.91, p < .001).

“Find Johnny. Where’s Johnny?”

Figure 2: Word memory trial example.
2.3. Stimuli Acoustic Analyses
Acoustic analyses of the test sentences were conducted based
on simultaneous inspection of the waveform and the
spectrogram in Praat [30]. The noun and verb tokens of the test
sentences for each of the four word learning trials were
annotated, and duration, mean F0, maximum F0, F0 range, mean
RMS-intensity, and maximum RMS-intensity were all
measured (see Figure 5 for an example). The noun tokens across
the accent conditions differed in duration, t(3) = 4.42, p = .005,
mean F0, t(3) = 3.18, p = .019, maximum F0, t(3) = 21.22, p <
.001, and F0 range , t(3) = 16.60, p < .001, where in all cases
the noun tokens showed greater duration and pitch in the noun
accented condition than in the verb accented condition. The
verb tokens in the verb accented condition had longer duration,
t(3) = 6.62, p < .001, higher mean F0, t(3) = 11.76, p < .001,
higher maximum F0, t(3) = 52.32, p < .001, and more expanded
F0 range, t(3) = 10.41, p < .001, as well as greater mean
intensity, t(3) = 19.21, p < .001, and maximum intensity, t(3) =
17.44, p < .001. These findings confirmed that prosodic focus
occurred at their designated locations across the conditions.

Figure 4: Proportion of looks to the unfamiliar/novel person
as a function of the noun vs. verb accented conditions, from
the onset to the offset of the test phase. Note: 0.5 indicates
no preference; +0.5 indicates preference for the novel
person; -0.5 indicates preference for the novel action.
Furthermore, averaging looking times across all the word
learning trials (Figure 5) revealed that participants in the noun
accented condition looked longer at the unfamiliar person than
those in the verb accented condition, t(46) = 7.88, p < .001).

Figure 3: Pitch contours and waveforms of an example.
noun accented (a) versus verb accented (b) sentence pair.

3. Results
3.1. Word Learning
Figure 5: Average overall looking times (in secs) to each of
the videos presented in the test phase. Looks to the novel
agent/person (pink) and to the novel action (blue) as a
function of accent condition.

All eyegaze data were analyzed manually by two annotators
from the onset to the offset of the test phases (inter-rater
reliability, r = .98, p < .001). Eyegaze to each side of the screen
during the timecourse of the test phases were analyzed. Two
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3.2. Word Memory

3.3. Correlational Analyses

Two-tailed independent-groups t-tests were conducted to
compare participants’ memory of people’s names as a function
of their accent condition. We also analyzed the effect of accent
condition separately for men and women, because previous
studies across different languages have found that the effect of
prosodic focus improves recall only in women [e.g., 16, 19].
Overall, averaging across all the memory trials, participants
who went through the verb accented condition during word
learning had better recall accuracy for people’s names (M =
75.78%, SD = 28.47%) than participants who went through the
noun accented condition (M = 63.54%, SD = 17.43%), t(46) =
2.67, p = .028 (see Figure 6). There was also a gender
difference; only female participants showed better recall from
being in the verb accented condition, t(22) = 2.31, p = .031. For
male participants, the result trend was in the same direction,
albeit nonsignificant.

Additional analyses were conducted to examine whether
there was any association between participants’ eyegaze
patterns during the word learning trials and their word memory.
For the participants who went through the verb accented
condition during word learning, analyses revealed a significant
positive correlation between participants’ eyegaze duration at
novel people doing familiar actions and their memory for
people’s names, r = .05, p = .004.

4. Discussion

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

The present experiment examined how prosodic focus supports
word learning and memory. By adopting a visual world
paradigm involving live videos of people and actions with
varying levels of familiarity, we show that listeners could map
prosodically focused words onto contextually new and
contrasted referents during word learning. However, contrary to
our hypotheses, participants who heard the verb focus had
better recall accuracy for people’s names, than the participants
who heard the noun/name focus. These memory findings are
intriguing and somewhat puzzling, because while they show an
effect of focus on recall improvement, it was in the opposite
direction from our predictions.
One reason for such a finding could be the different
syntactic status of the nouns vs. verbs. As mentioned earlier,
verbs may be harder to process and learn than nouns [23]. Given
that processing difficulty generally leads to better learning [31],
participants in the verb accent condition might have, overall,
learned and remembered all the words better because the
sentences with verb focus were harder to process/interpret. At
the same time, further analyses indicated that alternative
processing was still at play in listeners’ processing of contextual
alternatives. In our correlational analyses, there was a positive
association between memory accuracy for people’s names and
the degree to which participants hearing verb focus during word
learning switched their gaze to look at the novel person. Note
that when hearing verb focus, participants did look longer at the
novel action performed by the familiar person, compared to the
familiar action performed by a novel person. However, many
participants have switched their gaze a few times to glance at
the novel person, and the degree to which they looked at this
alternative event was correlated with their recall memory of
people’s names. These findings indicate that eyegaze towards
alternative events might have been responsible for facilitating
listeners’ processing of contextual alternatives in real time.
Work in our lab is currently underway to examine the
developmental origins of infants’ use of prosodic focus in word
learning and alternative processing. A key question is whether
all human infants have a developmentally early ability to map
prosodically focused words (e.g., increased pitch range) onto
their discourse referents, even in a language where speakers are
more likely to use non-prosodic means to mark focus (e.g.,
clefting in French [32]). From a methodological standpoint, the
present eye-tracking experiment introduces a useful new way to
test listeners’ prosodic sensitivity in language learning.

Figure 6: Overall noun memory accuracy (top) and
memory accuracy for accented names (bottom left) and
contextual alternatives (bottom right).
As already mentioned, we examined how well participants
remembered both the names that were being referred to in the
word learning trial test phases (e.g., “Johnny” in “Now Johnny
is blicking”, in the situation where both Johnny and Billy were
present), as well as their contextual alternatives (e.g., their
ability to remember “Billy”, the unmentioned name during the
test phase). Here, results only revealed significant effects of
accent condition in memory trials where participants were
shown pictures of two people who were not paired together
during the word learning trials (e.g., asked to “Find Johnny”
when being shown “Johnny” and “Kenny”, rather than “Johnny
and Billy”, see Figure 2 for such example).
For the names that were being referred to in the word
learning trial test sentences, we found that participants in the
verb accented condition (M = 71.88%, SD = 25.87%) had
marginally better recall than participants in the noun accented
condition (M = 85.42%, SD = 23.22%), t(46) = 1.91, p = .063.
However, there was, again, gender differences, in which only
the female participants showed a significant effect of the accent
condition of the word learning trials, t(22) = 2.93, p = .008.
For the names that were contextual alternatives, analyses
revealed a significant effect of accent condition; again,
participants who went through the verb accented condition
during word learning had higher recall accuracy (M = 81.25%,
SD = 21.18%) than participants who went through the noun
accented condition (M = 60.40%, SD = 28.47%), t(46) = 2.88,
p = .006. However, this time, only the male participants showed
the significant effect of accent condition, t(22) = 2.67, p = .014.
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